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The	  Ongoing	  Home	  Decorator	  
 
The Ongoing Home Decorator considers a look temporary and is, subsequently, only 
temporarily satisfied with a look. She is on a permanent decorating treadmill, 
characterised by the words ‘it would be perfect if only…’ 
 
Her fridge is a blank canvas and goal board, the magnets semi-permanently holding 
magazine and catalogue-derived ideas and ideals in place as she determines their 
suitability for her living space.  
 
But, like shopping and to do lists, they are discarded and forgotten once they have 
served their function. 
 
She both occupies and observes a space. Bowerbird-like and discerning, she absorbs 
decoration ideas from films, magazines, cafes, art galleries, and friends’ homes, and 
slots them Lego-like into her apartment. 
 
She actively surveys, catalogues, and mentally rearranges her friends’, families’, and 
neighbours’ apartments with Bewitched-style efficiency and ease. In fact, she is so 
skilled at conducting small talk while surveying and virtually rearranging an 
apartment that her hosts are none the wiser. 
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She is not nosy, but she knows how the apartments around her—particularly those 
with identical floor plans—are decorated. She senses the arrivals of furniture delivery 
trucks and determines the goods through plastic wrap and cardboard box outlines.  
 
The Ongoing Home Decorator dresses her apartment as she would herself. 
 
Her focus has shifted from planning a wedding and perusing bridal catalogues to 
creating, and recreating the perfect home. More Posh Spice than Martha Stewart, she 
wishes to assemble, layer, and change her apartment as she does elements of an 
outfit. What suits her during the day or particular season is not what suits her the 
next and she not unreasonably expects her apartment space to grow and change with 
her and to accommodate her current interests.  
 
She knows her British White from her Napkin White and her keen eye can discern the 
difference at a glance. She recalls Pantones as though they were nail polish colours 
and applies and wishes to remove them with equally as much whim.  
 
But there is no apartment decoration equivalent of nail polish remover and it proves 
to be her greatest source of frustration.  
 
While hers is a revolving door of design and she is not short of ideas, the Ongoing 
Home Decorator is short of answers. She feels thwarted by labour- and finance-
intensive roadblocks such as polished wood floors with a now too dark stain.  
 
Entrepreneurial and marketing and PR-savvy, she recognises this design flaw and 
market opportunity and wonders what it would take to achieve a changeable, swatch-
style apartment, periodically brainstorming business plans and names for it. Like a 
clothes swap, she dabbles with the idea of an apartment decoration swap. 
 
This is not to say that she’s unhappy—far from it. She relishes her full-time job and 
being either newly wed or in a long-term, live-in relationship. She is not displacing 
desires to have a child but simply nesting with youthful enthusiasm. She would like 
children eventually, but there’s ample time and her biological clock is not ticking. The 
expense and inflexibility of altering the colour and fleck of the marble bench top, 
however, is causing her immediate grief. 
 
The Ongoing Home Decorator is not a homemaker but she likes to make her home. 
And, like working towards the perfect body, her apartment is a work in progress. Her 
never-ending stream of ideas don’t allow her to settle and while she definitively 
knows what she wants in one moment, her desires are equally as concrete but 
completely contrary in the next. 
 
Then there’s Aunt Mary’s hideous, heinous mosaic piranha engagement present vase 
that occupies space out of obligation but to which her eye is drawn regardless of 
where she—or it—is positioned in the apartment.  
 
And she has tried repositioning it, many a time.   
 
It’s not about money for the Ongoing Home Decorator. She knows her Tiffany from 
her Jorge Jensen but how much an item costs is irrelevant. How it fits in with the 
overall apartment design and balance is. She loves the mismatched wooden dining 
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chairs that she’s collected over the years from relatives, garage sales, markets, and 
even roadside collections. She thrives on the hunt for that perfect item to compliment 
and complete the look, particularly if it’s on sale or comes with its own back story. 
 
Until now, the impermanency and lack of control of renting and student life meant 
that she wasn’t expected to complete the decorating puzzle and she is unsettled—
perhaps subconsciously—by the permanency and scale of her apartment purchase. 
Until now, she’s only had a few good outfits, a few good pieces of furniture. She’s only 
had a few pieces of the puzzle.  
 
And while she isn’t afraid of commitment, she is afraid of relinquishing control, of 
being stifled or stuck with something so large, so expensive, and so difficult to change 
as an entire apartment.  
 
Selecting entire colour schemes from palm-sized swatches both excites her and 
strikes fear into her heart. She is genuinely troubled by that fact that the white leather 
couch doesn’t match the new wall white—that all whites are not equal—and that, 
unlike last season’s fashion mistake, her apartment can’t be sold off piece by piece at 
the markets. 
 
Despite her decorating frustrations, the Ongoing Home Decorator relishes the 
challenge and will continue to refine and reinvent her permanently under 
construction apartment. She is honing her craft with each refurbishment and is 
certain that with each new look her ‘it would be perfect if only…’ will be transformed 
to ‘it’s perfect’. Yet both she and we know that she’s not yet ready to step off the 
ongoing home decoration treadmill—she simply needs more inventive design 
solutions to facilitate her desires. 
 
ENDS 
The	  Gardener	  
 
The Gardener defies the lonely old lady with a cat stereotype. 
 
She’s happy—very happy—and far from alone. 
 
She doesn’t need a man and she’s not missing company—she’s missing hobbies which 
feed her soul. 
 
Having aspired to and achieved a house and marriage, the Gardener was never built 
for apartment living. But her circumstances have changed and, although the move 
was unfortunate and unplanned, she has been surprised at just how much she likes 
apartment dwelling. Her main regret is the loss of her garden, which was both 
functional food producer and meditative sanctuary. 
 
She’s investigated and invested in indoor-dwelling plants and has crammed as many 
full sunlight-requiring ones on her balcony. But shallow pots stationed on a concrete 
base aren’t quite the same as tilling the earth with her hands and, while better than 
nothing, they’re no competition for the real thing. 
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Almost as though speaking aloud her own frustrations, her otherwise lovely 
downstairs neighbours occasionally grumble about the drips and grit that descend. 
All the pots are in trays—matching or make-do such as foil cooking trays—and she 
takes care not to over water, but it’s a fine line. Rain, in particular, pays no attention 
to neighbourly harmony. 
 
But her neighbours understand—even encourage—her green thumb. Both she and 
they are keenly aware that her balcony and living space are dominated by pot plants, 
while theirs are dominated by concrete and the occasional clothes-drying horse. She 
absolutely itches to conduct some late-night guerrilla pot-planting, and, truth be told, 
her neighbours would be amenable to it as long as they could enjoy the greenery 
without having to have or apply green thumbs. 
 
The Gardener knows that on first impressions she could be considered a 
stereotypical, albeit harmless, cat-keeping old woman, but she doesn’t actually care 
what anyone thinks of her—that shackle was shed with her marriage. Admittedly, she 
doesn’t entertain as much as in her former life, but she’s active and socialises 
regularly both at and outside her apartment with her two best friends. When she is 
alone, it’s by choice and, after years being surrounded by a husband and kids, she’s 
savouring the solitude. And sole control of the TV remote. In fact, so content is she 
that in many ways, she wishes that she’d hopped off the marriage merry-go-round 
earlier. 
 
The Gardener is the unobtrusive eyes, ears, and agony aunt of the apartment 
complex. She is the mother whose children are fully-grown, but who retains a natural 
maternal instinct to which the other apartment residents navigate. She’s happy to 
play this role, but envisages an even more nurturing past time that would benefit 
everyone: re-purposing and reinvigorating the area that’s home to a disused 
communal barbecue. Rusty, crusty, and keeled over as it’s now missing a wheel, the 
barbecue sits wasting on otherwise valuable gardening ground. She fantasises about 
taking a sledgehammer to it and the surrounding concrete and instead building an 
English allotment-style community garden to feed the complex and her own 
gardening and nurturing needs. 
 
She sees the process as cyclical, self-sufficient—she tends and grows the produce, her 
time-poor neighbours eat it, bring the scraps down to be recycled, and the compost 
helps grow the next batch. A by-product is that they develop a familiarity and sense of 
community and companionship by choice rather than by pure geographic 
coincidence.  
 
Now, the Gardener hears the rustle of the plastic packaging in her neighbours’ 
shopping bags as they carry them up flights of stairs, knows the types of over-
processed, nutrient-poor food they’re eating out of convenience and a lack of healthy 
alternatives. And she sees them buying herbs and vegetables that they could easily 
grow and share. She herself occasionally has to buy herbs from the supermarket—it’s 
as if her pot-bound plants know they’re being duped into thinking they’re in the 
ground and produce withered, sub-standard produce in response—and it frustrates 
her. She has the solution, given half a chance. 
 
To say that the Gardener doesn’t want anything in return for her gardening efforts is 
untrue, but it’s an honest, uncomplicated desire. Win-win, she simply hopes to 
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nurture both her own and others’ needs through pursuing a hobby she loves. In short, 
she hopes that they will take both the vegetables and her into their lives.  
 
Gardening calms her and it’s also her insurance plan. A couple of health scares, an 
environmental awareness, and reading up on the chemicals used on food have 
persuaded her that growing her own organic vegetables is paramount. Her well-
thumbed companion gardening books help her avoid pest invasions naturally.  
 
Like pests, flowers are unwelcome. The Gardener is after a functional, yielding urban 
garden with seasonal vegetables and herbs. The space is too valuable for frivolous 
pursuits and her rule of thumb is that unless its flower is edible, it’s not going in. 
Flowers aside, the Gardener has a lot to offer and her skills, dedication, and giving 
nature are an asset to any complex. Someone who’s happy to get their hands dirty, do 
the hard labour, and ask little in return is a gift horse. The other busy residents 
recognise this too and support her body corporate approaches.  
 
The Gardener knows that she will most likely never be able to afford a house again, 
yet has found unexpected contentment in apartment living. She has done this—and 
looks to continue doing this—by applying house and garden living to an apartment. 
 
But while she may be content, the Gardener needs a fence to chat over, a neighbour to 
loan a cup or sugar or give herbs to—something she knows that she can achieve 
through a community garden. She has the knowledge and the willingness. She just 
needs the go ahead to grow. 
 
ENDS 
The	  Nomad	  
 
The Nomad passes through his apartment as he would a hotel room. 
 
Externally focused, he inhabits a suburb, not an apartment. 
 
He’s impulsive, active, gregarious, and fun. 
 
The Nomad’s keys and wallet are disgorged with a clatter onto the marble kitchen 
bench when he arrives home and stay there until he pockets them again on his way 
out. 
 
And it’s never long before he leaves. The apartment is his telephone box—he ducks in 
to change and then heads out to take on the world. In fact, his neighbours could just 
about count to ten to measure the time between him entering his front door and 
exiting it again. 
 
The Nomad circles his apartment, never straying too far from it. But he doesn’t see 
this as a connection to home—he sees it as a practical set up that allows him to return 
from work or the gym and shower, change, and go out again. It’s the location of the 
apartment rather than the apartment itself to which he’s attached. Walking distance 
to cafes and clubs is crucial—the Nomad might not be home much, but he’s not a 
suburb-dwelling, commuting kind of man. 
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His apartment is not deserted but it’s so sparsely, generically decorated that it’s 
impossible to glean personal information from it. He returns to sleep there and 
sometimes not even that, but he has enough character about him that he doesn’t feel 
the need to imprint it on his living—nay, sleeping—space. 
 
His furnishings are two-dimensional products that signify neither personality nor 
permanency—as though they’re cardboard cutout stand-ins for the real thing. His 
furniture is either rented or is functional, cheap, and recognisably Ikea. It matches 
not out of careful purchasing consideration and aesthetic co-ordination, but out of 
all-in-one purchasing practicality.  
 
Food is not out of date in his fridge so much as not there to begin with. His fridge seal 
resists being opened with a creaking sigh because it so rarely is. Its primary function 
is to cool beer and store vitamins, juice, and leftover take away and the Nomad 
couldn’t tell you if his stove works because he’s never christened it. He has good taste 
and his belongings are reasonably high quality, but ask him to choose his cutlery or 
crockery from a line up and he’d struggle.  
 
Apart from his mobile phone, his most prized, and most utilised investment is the 
inordinately large flat screen TV that dominates the lounge room. He has put more 
thought and effort into that one purchase than into all the others put together. 
 
He has pot plants, but they’re merely keeping up appearances and are hired, water, 
and rotated by contractors. He’s not precious. If you broke a glass he’d be nonplussed 
and he’d be more annoyed by the gall and inconvenience of being broken into than by 
the loss of any of his belongings.  
 
There’s a freedom about the Nomad’s apartment—he knows it’s temporary and 
doesn’t pretend otherwise. Nothing will die if he doesn’t come home for a few days 
and he’s beholden to no one. Given the choice of having a $1000 dining table or a 
holiday, he’d take the holiday every time. To the Nomad, clutter and belongings are a 
waste of time and money. Who would want to shuttle a dining suite from one place to 
another anyway?  
 
That’s not to say that he doesn’t appreciate well-furnished apartments, but he knows 
he’ll move again before settling down so opts for streamlined, easy-to-assemble (and 
disassemble) furniture. As it is, the space does exactly what he needs it to. He is only 
uncomfortable about his blank apartment when someone with fresh eyes arrives—
particularly if he’s trying to impress them. 
 
He’s not un-neighbourly, but his transitory, odd-hour, rarely-home lifestyle means 
that he is relatively unknown or is considered enigmatic within the apartment 
complex. Only some brief drinks on his balcony accompanied by music tell his 
neighbours that he’s there. 
 
He doesn’t tend to entertain indoors because he seeks his entertainment externally 
and he invests more in looking and feeling good than he does in solid objects. He’s 
also single or if he’s not, he’s far from being in a serious, committed relationship. Like 
his relationships, his apartment is not long term. 
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Being at home bores him—possibly, ironically, because by choosing not to create a 
home life for himself, the sparse, functional space provides little stimulus. To the 
untrained eye, it would seem that he was waiting for his furniture to arrive from an 
interstate move. But there’s nothing coming. 
 
Friends don’t drop by for cups of tea, but they do drop in for a quick drink on their 
way out or crash there after a big night. His uncluttered apartment makes it easy to 
clean quickly when he arrives home from work shortly before friends are due for pre-
going out drinks—it’s already fairly tidy and he mostly just needs to hide some clothes 
and bin some beer bottles. 
 
It’s never too late to go out for the Nomad—even on a school night—but it is often too 
early when his alarm goes off. Weekends are for socialising and sleeping and the 
sound of lawnmowers are foreign to him. In fact, he can’t imagine wanting to own a 
house that saps time and effort with ongoing maintenance requirements—his idea of 
maintenance is of working on his arms at the gym. 
 
The Nomad is more than his belongings and will always opt for experiences over 
objects—as long as he has keys, phone, and wallet, he can go anywhere. 
 
ENDS 
The	  Flatmate	  
 
He likes company but is tired of compromising. 
 
He is on a tight budget but would like to see his rent better spent. 
 
Part juggler, part negotiator, the Flatmate dreams of duplicates.  
 
Or, at the very least, the space for duplicates. 
 
A seasoned student and share house dweller, the convivial Flatmate likes living with 
others, which is fortunate given the current poor housing affordability and the 
likelihood of Gen Ys being lifetime renters. He’s comfortable juggling work, study, 
and play, but what’s driving him slowly up the wall is the lack of availability of in-
demand items.  
 
Like power points.  
 
Even the poorest student has enough power-sapping electrical items to condemn the 
earth three times over—TV, stereo, mobile phone, microwave, toaster, laptop, printer, 
scanner, iPod, kettle. Add to it the hubs of double and international adapters 
sprawling from one prime-location power point and it’s an ugly, unwieldy mess. 
 
The dearth of power supplies means an apartments’ worth of mobile phone and 
laptop power cords snake across the floor or hang taut and limbo-like across 
walkways. And the available power points aren’t always convenient to the use—a 
power point in the lounge room is useless when the Flatmate needs to pull an all-
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nighter on an assignment while his flatmates are pulling an all-nighter drinking and 
watching DVDs. 
 
He’s fairly tolerant of flatmate’s foibles, although occasionally wants to scream. One 
flatmate, in particular, never unplugs up his laptop and he has frequent late-night 
heart-stopping moments when he collects the tripwire-like cable on the way to the 
bathroom. Post thank-goodness-it-didn’t-fall adrenalin he fumes about the blatant 
OHS contravention and wonders exactly who would be expected to pay had it broken. 
But by sun up the gripe has dissipated and it’s harmonious business as usual. 
 
Like most students, last minute is the Flatmate’s motto. Living with other like-motto-
ed students means that the wave of assignment deadlines—and with it, the spike in 
demand for coffee, textbooks, and study areas—leaves them all scrambling. Which is 
the personable Flatmate’s forte: compromising, negotiating timeshare, or finding 
space to accommodate triplicates. 
 
Take study areas. They might sit vacant during semester break, but during semester a 
quiet, powered, ergonomically designed space is as highly sought after as a seat on 
public transport during peak hour. The early bird—or all-night bird who hasn’t yet 
gone to bed—gets the desk while the rest of them commandeer the dining room table 
with laptops, printers, text books, and notes spreadeagled across it. The Flatmate 
can’t remember the last time he ate a meal at or used the table for anything other 
than study. He can’t even recall what colour the tabletop is. 
 
The Flatmate is distracted by the noise in the communal areas as he tries to study at 
the table, but the alternative isn’t much better. His queen-sized bed almost occupies 
the entire bedroom and the peephole-small window thwarts brain-stimulating 
ventilation. Studying in bed invariably sends to him to sleep and he awakes not 
having achieved much except successfully straining his neck.  
 
In fact, communal living champion or not, his ongoing gripe is the size—or rather, the 
lack of it—of the second and third bedrooms. His second-class bedroom is more like a 
broom closet and he fantasises about shifting the walls to even up the floor plan, of 
banishing such terms as ‘master’ and ‘second’ bedrooms in place of just ‘bedrooms’ of 
equal square metres. Certainly such a move would prevent rent- and bill-division 
squabbles and would ease the negotiations that take place when someone moves out 
and the remaining flatmates vie for a better bedroom. 
 
Much like the high-use items at the library, the kitchen and bathroom are other 
apartment bottlenecks.  
 
Despite demonstrations with the free shower timer, level six water restrictions have 
fallen on deaf student ears. The Flatmate has instead taken to conducting an informal 
survey the night before an important event to ensure that he’s not left pacing up and 
down in his towel, shower-less and running late. 
 
He finds the kitchen trickier to negotiate. Best laid cooking plans count for nil when 
preparation and cooking time run over and he invariably fills up on snacks while 
waiting or finds himself cooking dinner at odd hours as a compromise. He can’t 
squeeze it into his already stretched two-minute noodle budget, but sometimes, just 
sometimes, he’d like to have a kitchen and bathroom to himself. 
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Bottlenecks aside, having flatmates suits him. He’s travelled widely himself and 
international student flatmates keep memories fresh and help him journey virtually, 
even if budgetary and study circumstances will keep him stationary for the next few 
years. 
 
And when they’re not talking travel, the flatmates are talking apartments. 
Specifically, how they’d implement aspects of well-designed backpacker and hotel 
accommodation that they’ve stayed in overseas in this apartment. Because while his 
student-induced poverty is temporary, the Flatmate knows that his penchant for 
travel isn’t. He knows that he’ll be living in share houses for years to come and is 
dreaming of one where the design is just right.  
 
To part way accomplish this the Flatmate and his flatmates want to see duplicates. Or 
at least space for duplicates. 
 
Duplicate power points so they can work concurrently on their laptops without 
creating an inelastic labyrinth for people to navigate through on their way to the 
kitchen or bathroom. 
 
Duplicate stove tops and space for two fridges so they don’t have to assign a cooking 
roster and can each store more than two days’ shopping—or beer—at a time. 
 
Duplicate study areas so they can they study in peace, without compromising their 
posture or losing the use of another space such as the dining room. 
 
Duplicate lounge rooms so they can congregate or vegetate as required, or watch 
scary movies instead of suffering through another flatmate’s and their partner’s 
romantic comedy.  
 
Most of all, the Flatmate and his flatmates dream of an apartment that facilitates 
their accordion-like needs: it contracts to bring them together for meals, beers, and 
profound, late-night musings, but expands to allow them space and silence to sleep, 
study, or retreat to nurse their hangovers. 
 
ENDS 
The	  Converter	  
 
The Converter loves her life.  
 
And she loves her apartment.  
 
Well, most of it. 
 
Downsizing from a house was the best move the Converter ever made. And, contrary 
to commonly asked questions, she doesn’t feel cramped by apartment living. In fact, 
she’s so glad to be rid of weeding, mowing, painting, and gutter cleaning and is so 
enamoured of her apartment that she has to remind herself that she’s not the first 
person to discover this other, less household maintenance-oriented life.  
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Yet if there’s one thing she hankers for, it’s the flexibility and customisation that a 
house offers.  
 
The Converter doesn’t want to add another room or make major structural changes. 
She isn’t after a static, single-use space. Instead she wants a more adaptable, 
convertible area that can be opened up and closed down as required to accommodate 
the shifting needs of her busy, social, apartment-based retirement.  
 
Having been absolved of the day to day child-raising and pet-caring responsibilities 
that keep people tied to a location, the forward-thinking, self-funded retirees indulge 
their passion for travel—both as grey nomads driving around domestically and as 
international jet setters. And for the first time in her life the Converter has time and 
energy to invest in her incredibly middle class but incredibly enjoyable passions of 
gardening, painting, drawing, doing yoga, playing tennis, and reading.  
 
The couple compromised a near-perfect apartment with the perfect location when 
buying this brand new empty nest home. Subsequently, the Converter’s first task 
upon moving in was not unpacking or enjoying the view but overseeing workmen 
changing the sliding doors to bi-folds that conceal themselves in the wall. The she set 
about levelling the lounge room and balcony floors to facilitate a visually and 
physically seamless and step-less transition from indoors to out. The later, post-
unpacking addition of the glass and adjustable shutters to the balcony facilitated 
wind and rain protection without compromising natural light or fresh air and 
immediately extended its use. She now starts her day sipping steaming tea and 
reading the paper out there, regardless of the weather conditions. Guests too 
naturally gravitate towards the indoor-outdoor space. 
 
In fact, the Converter creates spaces that people want to be in. Her husband often 
finds her gazing at walls, ceilings, or floors with a distinctive look on her face. When 
she notices him she’ll ask an absent-minded but loaded question that beings with 
‘Don’t you think it would be great if…?’ He sometimes thinks that she has too much 
time on her hands with the children now grown, but even if he won’t admit it, her 
apartment improvements have been the bomb. 
 
And people want to be around the Converter. So spacious and accommodating is her 
living space and so gracious and welcoming a host is she that the Converter regular 
receives unannounced visitors. Given her love of cooking, she invariably has just the 
treat to serve them when they arrive, but her main issue is being caught mid-craft 
with paint on her hands and a wet and unwieldy canvas and easel plonked in an 
inconvenient but perfect-painting-light location.  
 
Hers is a beautiful apartment but the Converter’s not overly precious about drinks 
getting spilled, glasses being broken, paint affixing itself to the intercom. She does, 
however, worry about the children injuring themselves by accidentally knocking over 
the spindly-legged and surprisingly heavy easel. She’s also frustrated that apartment 
spaces often feel as though they’re checklist driven and that rooms are locked into the 
sole, original purpose for which they were included. Bedroom 1, check; bedroom 2, 
check; lounge room, check. Where are the convertible painting, drawing, and other 
hobby-hosting spaces on the floor plan, she wonders? 
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Which is why she craves an easily convertible space. Sliding back the roof of a car 
changes the experience altogether. Why not apply the same rules to an apartment? 
 
The Converter recognises that she’s no Picasso, but it’s about the act, not the 
outcome. She needs a space that’s open and visible when she wants but tucked away 
when she doesn’t. She needs it to act as a screen when unexpected visitors arrive or as 
an airy, open-plan studio when she’s inspired. 
 
She’s looking for versatility, not permanency.  
 
She wants to convert a space, not redecorate it. 
 
She wants customisation without compromise. 
 
The current painting hobby is proving trickier than normal for her. With an almost 
revolving door of international and domestic visitors, the spare bedroom is rarely 
spare. Even if it were, the Converter wouldn’t want to reappropriate it and lose its 
intended and more functional use. Likewise the lounge room is already busy fulfilling 
its role as the central indoor relaxation space, and the balcony has its own issues with 
breeze buffeting the canvas. 
 
Years of renovating the various houses they’ve lived in to adapt to a growing family 
have left the Converter well versed in architectural vocabulary, but she’s promised 
her husband that she’s not renovating. To his relief, short of convincing the council to 
allow them to expand outwards from the building, apartment structural confines 
prevent her from adding extensions. But the Converter doesn’t want extra space—she 
just wants better use of the space she has. 
 
Maximising the space of her apartment is almost as much a hobby for her as her 
painting. She hates wasting space and, while she isn’t looking to fill it up, she is 
looking to best exploit it. She collects conversion and space-utilising ideas on their 
travels the way others collect souvenirs. She attends home and design shows with 
regularity not necessarily to buy but to gain tips that she very often further adapts 
and improves herself.  
 
These days the Converter has the time, the means, and the money to plan out her 
conversions. Rest assured, she will eventually find the best way to temporarily 
convert the space.  
 
Or she will find the apartment that, by design, does this for her. 
 
ENDS 
The	  Bachelor	  
 
The Bachelor won’t tell you that he’s successful and wealthy, but his goal is to exude 
exactly that. 
 
His cigars are Cuban, his suits Armani.  
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His watch is giant, wrist-weighty bling. 
 
He votes Liberal and talks money. 
 
He drinks real-men drinks like martinis and scotch on the rocks. 
 
He’s a walking advertisement for capitalism and his greatest advertisement is his 
apartment. 
 
Arriving home the Bachelor dumps his laptop, keys, and wallet on the coffee table, 
removes his jacket, loosens his tie, and pours himself a drink of aged alcohol. He 
settles into the supple, L-shaped black leather lounge and turns on the TV, but pays 
more attention to checking emails on his phone. 
 
Free from familial (or even pet) ties, the Bachelor is a man who likes—and who knows 
how—to entertain. He’s the first port of call for visiting business associates and is just 
as likely to do business over a drink at his apartment as he is in the office. In fact, he 
sees romance and business in much the same clinical way and he’s always alert to a 
new opportunity. Women are never given the key to his apartment, much less to his 
heart. 
 
It’s not that he doesn’t care about others; it’s just that life and a failed marriage have 
taught him that he cares about himself more. He’s not bitter but he’s uninterested in 
emotional baggage or any efforts to curb his ways. In truth, he’s a master at crafting 
appearances and you’ll only see what The Bachelor wants you to. Plenty of women 
have tried to crack the veneer without luck and so entrenched in this James Bond-
esque persona and lifestyle emulation is the Bachelor that he can’t imagine a life 
without it. 
 
His overtly masculine apartment quite deliberately emits an aura of wealth and 
success and there’s little space for sentimentality. Everything is geared towards 
impressing, be it a plush white floor rug or a sculpture that he just happened to find 
in a tiny, hole-in-the-wall when he was travelling internationally for business—and he 
will tell you the well-rehearsed story that he’s told a thousand times before.  
 
His apartment is not impersonal but it’s staged. No expense is spared, no 
subscription not subscribed to. He’s bought the most impossibly large flat screen TV 
in the store not because it’s the best but because it screams all-out wealth. 
 
The decor can tip over into tacky territory, but even if that’s the case it’s so 
deliberately and decadently over the top that people can’t help but be swayed in its 
favour. Why be woken by sunlight when you can lower the blackout blinds at the click 
of a button? Why have art on the wall when you can have an animal head? Why move 
the bed manually when you can raise, lower, or rotate it electronically courtesy of an 
all-powerful apartment ambience controlling remote?  
 
The Bachelor has the brightest, lightest, latest, newest, most sought after gadgets and 
is wed to them, but is also something of a luddite and only utilises their most basic 
functions. He works hard too to ensure that everything appears effortless. An 
indispensable personal assistant attends to his every whim and an almost invisible 
cleaner keeps the apartment luxury hotel clean. In some ways these two women him 
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know him better than himself and certainly better than any other women who enter—
and then exit—his life. 
 
He is aware of and embraces the fact that he’s the clichéd forty-something bachelor 
and, far from experiencing a midlife crisis, he’s actively choosing and cultivating a 
long-term lifestyle choice—something his friends either already are or want to be 
doing too.  
 
The Bachelor is masculine, but he gets manicures. He used to play rugby and is part 
of the alpha-male boys’ club. He’s not fat, but he’s a solid, imposing man whose girth 
bears witness to his sedentary work and his taste for good food; his confidence makes 
him seem even larger.  
 
He appears in control even when he isn’t and he compensates for lack of confidence 
with overconfidence. He earns a lot but spends a lot and is less connected to the 
goods than to what they signify. This means that he’s also the salesman’s delight—
decisive with expensive, large-scale tastes.  
 
His frequent flying counteracts any hint of environmental consciousness, and his 
food miles are off the scale. You can judge him, but it means little—he’s enjoying 
himself too much to care. 
 
The Bachelor isn’t necessarily handsome, but his charisma and apartment opulence 
win people over. He takes clients or lovers to food connoisseur-frequented 
restaurants where he’s on a first name basis with the wait staff. The same staff are 
also discreet enough not to mention that he brings many people here and never the 
same ones twice. He’ll make a point of picking up the bill by not so subtly producing 
his platinum Amex. Then he’ll invite them back to his apartment sanctuary for a 
nightcap and seal the deal—business or otherwise. 
 
The Bachelor is a showman, his apartment his stage. He’s got his tour down pat, like 
lines from a long-running theatre production. He pauses naturally for effect, waits for 
the reaction. And if the apartment isn’t enough to impress, his 360-degree city views 
are.  
 
He doesn’t cook much but has the industrially equipped kitchen to give the 
impression that he does and his study is better described as a trophy room. Upon 
entering, it’s impossible to miss his strategically placed wall-mounted degrees, 
mahogany desk, investment art, and a photograph capturing him enjoying a private 
joke with his good friend Bill Clinton.  
 
The guest bedroom is larger and better outfitted than most master bedrooms, while 
his own expansive bedroom is dominated by a king-sized, island-like, Egyptian 
cotton-clad bed that rotates to best capture the surrounding city views. 
 
The Bachelor downplays his success and wealth knowing full well that that’s exactly 
what he wants you to notice.  
 
And his expensive apartment is something that you will. 
 
ENDS 
